
Call of the Sea 

Chapter 8 – Finally, the winds near shore calmed from gale to small craft warnings and it was time to 

get underway south again.  Our next port would be Crescent City, California.   We have been traveling on 

the boat now for 44 days and today we will finally leave Oregon.  We will be sailing to our third state of 

the cruising adventure today.  Cool! 

Since the trip to Crescent City would be a short 

trip, relative to our past voyages, we left well 

into the morning at 0915.   While we had hoped 

that the morning fog would burn off before our 

departure, we were not that lucky.  The fog was 

so dense in many spots such that it was difficult 

to see the bow of the boat.   The biggest 

challenge for the fog always seems to be the 

small crafts out fishing in the fog with no lights 

and not blowing their horn every two minutes as 

per the Coast Guard rules.   (And fishermen 

wonder why a lot of them do not come back 

from the sea.)    In addition, there was no wind 

to set sail to, so we drove to Crescent City using 

the engine.   It makes you wonder sometimes where the weather people get their information.  When I 

was working as an engineer, if I my calculations were off that far, I would have not been sailing now… 

The actual distance to Crescent City from Brookings, as the crow flies, is only about ten miles.  However, 

the shoreline is covered with rocks extending out a few miles at the point, so it is more prudent to go 

out and around the rocky area, especially in the fog.  Instead of a short two hour trip, it takes about five 

hour to make the trip.  Crescent City was a 

welcome site after the five hours in the fog 

dodging fishing boats.    

Crescent City has had a tough time keeping the 

marina in usable condition.  The marina has 

suffered two Tsunami hits to the harbor over the 

past ten years.   The entire transient dock as 

indicated in our cruising guide was missing.   As a 

result we wondered around and found a dock and 

a slip we could use for the night.  We were 

hopefully that no Tsunami would stop by tonight.  



We had tried, unsuccessfully, to call the Crescent City Port Office on both Cellular phone and VHF radio 

prior to arrival.  So to check in at the Port Office we had about a mile hike to get to the office.   Even 

though this was a weekday and 3:30 in the afternoon, there was no one there.   So we filled out the 

paperwork and left the money and form in the slot in the office door. 

Since we had changed states, I decided to stop by the marine supply store and get a California fishing 

license.    When I asked the cost of the license for an out of state person, the clerk told me the cost was 

$120.    I was a bit surprised, but asked what fishing is open now.  The clerk responded with nothing was 

open right now.  He said we could dig clam and catch crabs with that license.  I decided I could buy a lot 

of crab for $120, especially since I would have to buy a new crab trap since one of the Sea Lion in 

Brookings had stolen my crab trap.  Just a side note:  We found out that that people use chicken and 

turkey legs to catch crab.  The sea lions do not like chicken and turkey, but the crabs like anything, 

especially if it smells. 

After getting registered for the night, we walked into town to pick up a few things at Safeway.  Cruising 

on a boat can results in a lot of walking!   You can always rent a car, but when you come in for an 

evening, planning to leave in the morning, you walk.   When we arrived at Safeway we were almost 

excited to see the great oranges on display.  Our thought was fresh California oranges!   Maybe it was 

those movies that talked about getting scurvy when you are at sea.  The five hours today may not count, 

but the oranges looked great.  The oranges turned out to be from Australia.  The ones from California 

were small and wrinkly.  When we were in Australia earlier in May of this year, we found out that 

Australia is capable of producing 100% of their needs.  Australia also does not allow produce to be 

imported from anywhere but New Zeeland.   This is an agricultural concern about bugs getting into the 

country.  It was surprising however that the US imports oranges from Australia and we cannot export 

oranges to them.    They were great oranges! 

 We bounced around a lot and the fog fluctuated in density throughout the night.   When we woke, I had 

a ticket on the side of the boat for illegally parking at the marina.   Turns out the tag I brought back was 

supposed to be hung in the port side window.   I called the number on the ticket to tell the security 

guard that I had paid, but to no surprise, he did not answer.  I left a voice mail explaining I had paid and  

provided him with my cell phone number.  I never did get a call back, but someday when we head back 

up north, I will make sure we skip Crescent City.   

The next leg of our trip was to be Humboldt Bay near Eureka, CA.  Remember, Don’t Dream your Life, 

Live your Dream.  We are and it is great! 
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